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Scope and Intended Use 
 
The DIY Biohacking Thesaurus (DBT) is a curated list of words and phrases, or a controlled 
vocabulary, containing terms that describe concepts relevant to the pursuit and study of DIY 
biohacking, or do-it-yourself biological modification and enhancement.  
 
The DBT includes terms representing philosophical and practical ideas within the world of 
biohacking, and is intended to help direct the organization of information related to biohacking. 
The DBT is also intended to help the novice user navigate information about biohacking by 
using defined structure and terminology. The temporal focus of the DBT is contemporary and the 
geographical scope is North America and Europe. 
 
The DBT is a thesaurus in compliance with current NISO standards. It is available digitally in an 
online, open source format for use by practitioners, professionals, and interested parties related to 
DIY Biohacking. It is intended to be flexible and standardized, and may be used for indexing and 
classification of DIY Biohacking both in a traditional academic and informal, collaborative 
settings.  
 

Intended Users 
 
The intended users of the DBT are indexers of biohacking resources, both in a traditional and 
informal setting, and individuals interested in biohacking. This thesaurus aims to provide 
standardized terms to identify the concepts, things, and people that make up the world of DIY 
biohacking, in accessible language.  
 
The primary users of the DBT include professionals, practitioners, and interested parties that are 
organizing or classifying resources and information about or relating to biohacking. The DBTs 
flexibility is intended to address the variety of experience levels and systems that may be used by 
indexers. Because DIY biohacking exists both in the traditional or academic sphere and less 
traditional or informal environments, the DBT is structured to address the needs of a breadth of 
indexers. This includes professionals indexing academic scholarship relating to biohacking and 
amateurs interested in organizing informal digital biohacking resources. 
 
Auxiliary users include individuals interested in the practice or study of DIY biohacking who are 
looking to increase the relevancy and specificity of results while gathering knowledge.The terms 
in the DBT can be found across many different types of biohacking resources regardless of their 
level of formality. This allows the DBT to maintain flexibility of application, and to serve as a 
resource for beginner biohackers at all stages their research.  
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Domain 
 
The DBT provides standardized terms to use when researching DIY biohacking.  
 
Biohacking is the practice of electively altering biology, either human or otherwise, with the goal 
of enhancing the person or organism. Unlike formalized and mainstream biology-altering 
practices such as plastic surgery or hormone therapy, the practice of biohacking is specifically 
undertaken with a "hacker" mentality, focusing on knowledge gathering outside of a standardized 
framework (such as formal education or government regulation) and innovation through 
experimentation.  As such, the biohacker’s knowledge gathering is focused on biological 
systems, such as the human body, often outside of governmental regulation. The focus is on 
innovation in biology and organism enhancement. 
 
The DBT’s focus is on DIY biohacking, specifically. DIY biohacking, sometimes called 
grinding, is the practice of human biohacking that specifically involves physical body 
modification. In most instances, this type of do-it-yourself body modification operates outside of 
regulated medical and pharmaceutical channels. This means that the related procedures usually 
take place in homes or unregulated operating rooms.  
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Structure 
 
The DBT is structured like a tree, or hierarchically, with all concepts branching out from three 
main groups, or facets. As terms branch outward, concepts become more specific, and terms 
become more concrete (i.e. enhancement advances to neurohack).  
 
A <Ideas> 

A1 <Abstract Philosophy> 
A2 <Applied Philosophy> 
A3 <Areas of Study> 

B <Entities and Objects> 
B1 <Agents> 
B2 <Systems> 
B3 <Components and Equipment> 
B4 <Attributes> 

C <Actions> 
C1 <Activities> 
C2 <Applications> 

 
Fig 1.1: Simplified representation of the DBT’s hierarchical structure 
 
Increased concreteness is indicated by increased indentation, and by the addition of digits to a 
term’s identifying notation code. The DBT shows relationships between terms through a term’s 
position in the tree structure as well as through the use of a two or three letter code (such as BT, 
NT, and RT -- see Classified Schedule Entry Structure and Alphabetical Index Entry 
Structure for more information). 

Facets 
 
The DBT is organized into three primary groups, or facets. Each primary facet represents a type 
of concept. A term belongs only to one facet, based on what the term represents conceptually. 
Terms may have relationships with terms in other primary facets,representing the 
interdisciplinary nature of biohacking. For example, the term cyborgism, which resides in the 
<Ideas> facet, may be related to cyborg, which resides in the <Entities and Objects> facet, 
since the latter term represents the person practicing the former term. 
 
The facets are organized from conceptual to practical application. 
 

● <Ideas>: This facet includes abstract concepts that are relevant to the study and execution 
of biohacking. This includes theoretical ideas, philosophies, and disciplines that are 
applicable to biohacking.  
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● <Entities and Objects>: This facet consists of the components used to practice 
biohacking. This includes concrete components, such as card and prosthesis, as well as 
complete systems, such as human computer interface. People involved in biohacking 
are also included in this facet, both generally and more specifically. General entities are 
represented by terms like biohacker, while specific individuals are represented by proper 
names, which are incorporated from the Biohacking Authority List. 

 
● <Actions>: This facet incorporates the actions involved in the practice of biohacking, 

both physical and mental. These may be more general and continuous, such as 
technological mediation, or more concrete and temporally specific, such as neurohack.  

Subfacets 
 
Primary groups, or facets, are then broken down into sub-groups, or subfacets. Terms reside in a 
single subfacet according to the primary concept associated with them. Terms within each 
subfacet are alike in their conceptual class, and are organized within the subfacet from abstract to 
concrete. If two or more terms in the same level of hierarchy have a similar or equal level of 
specificity, those terms are arranged alphabetically. Terms may also be associated with concepts 
in other subfacets  between different primary facets, if the related terms inform each other, such 
as morphological freedom, a member of the <Abstract Philosophy> subfacet within the 
<Ideas> facet, and healthspan, a member of the <Attributes> subfacet within the <Entities and 
Objects> facet. This type of relationship is notated in both the hierarchical and alphabetical 
views, and is reciprocal. See the Classified Schedule Entry Structure and Alphabetical Index 
Entry Structure sections for more information. 
 
Subfacets are organized within their respective facets from broad to narrow concepts. 
 
<Ideas> 

● <Abstract Philosophy>: This subfacet contains abstract ideas that inform the study and 
construction of biohacking. These terms represent theoretical concerns within biohacking 
and related areas of study and practice that inform biohacking theory and action, but 
which exist outside of concrete world and physical practice, such as futurism, 
transhumanism, or substrate independence. 

 
● <Applied Philosophy>: This subfacet consists of abstract ideas that are applied to or 

practiced in the concrete world, such as citizen science or open source. This subfacet 
also includes abstract ideas that describe the concrete world, such as proactionary 
principle or therapeutic model.  

 
● <Areas of Study>: This subfacet includes defined disciplines that are relevant to both the 

study and practice of biohacking, such as biotechnology or regenerative medicine. 
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<Entities and Objects> 
● <Agents>: This subfacet includes terms representing the individuals or organizations 

involved in biohacking, both practically and philosophically. Included terms are both 
general designators of roles, such as biohacker or grinder, and named entities 
incorporated from the Biohacking Authority List, such as Lepht Anonym and Extropy 
Institute.  

 
● <Systems>: This subfacet includes terms representing the systems involved in the 

practice of biohacking. These terms can be ideological, such as human computer 
interface, or more concrete, such as wireless data communication or RFID. 

 
● <Components and Equipment>: This subfacet includes terms describing biological or 

synthetic components used in the practice of biohacking that may be part of a greater 
whole, such as bioware or microprocessor. It also includes terms that describe 
equipment used in the practice of biohacking that may not be part of greater whole, such 
as implant or prosthesis. 

 
● <Attributes>: This facet includes terms representing possible attributes of entities or 

objects, such as bioneutrality. 
 
<Actions> 

● <Activities>: This subfacet is comprised of terms representing ongoing actions or 
processes in biohacking that do not have temporal or situational boundaries, such as 
biosafety and human computer interaction.  These terms represent more general or 
theoretical actions. 

 
● <Applications>: This subfacet includes terms describing discrete actions or processes in 

biohacking that do have temporal or situational boundaries, such as biocoating or 
cloning. These terms represent actions that may be linked to a discrete occurrence or 
project. 

Classified Schedule Entry Structure 
 
The classified schedule is intended to be a visual representation of the hierarchy of terms and 
subjects included in the DBT, and includes facets, subfacets, guide terms, and term entries. The 
type of entry is distinguished by ID notation and typography: 
 

● Facet: A facet is the highest level of hierarchy within the DBT, representing broad 
universal concepts. See Fig 2.1 for example. 

o C <Actions> Single character ID, bold and italic text in angle brackets.  
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● Subfacet: A subfacet is a subdivision of the DBT’s facets, representing broad concepts 
within biohacking. See Fig 2.1 for example. 

o C2 <Applications> Two character ID, italic text in angle brackets.  
 

● Guide term: A guide term is not part of the DBT’s hierarchy, but serves to illustrate a 
logical grouping of terms without specifying the characteristic of division. Guide terms 
should not be used for indexing or cataloging, and are not specific to the DBT’s domain 
of biohacking. See Fig 2.2 for example. 

o [computational technology] No ID, text in square brackets.  
 

● Term: A word or phrase referring to a single concept. The classified schedule includes 
only preferred terms and named entities (which are treated as preferred terms). Variant 
terms and equivalent terms are available in the alphabetical index. See Fig 2.1 for 
example. 

o C2.20 enhancement Multiple character ID with stop character, bold text.  

Classified Schedule Term Entries 

 
Term entries are structured to maximize the number of related terms visible to the user in one 
lookup or search, rather than to provide the most complete information about a term. For 
example, when a user searches the term corrective enhancement, the broader primary group 
(facet), broader subgroup (subfacet), parent term (broader term), and children terms (narrower 
terms) are visible. The term entry also includes terms that have overlap conceptually (related 
terms) from other facets or subfacets in order to direct interested users to the appropriate location 
in the hierarchy. For more information about a term (such as scope and variant forms), consult 
the alphabetical index. 
 
C <Actions> 

C2 <Applications> 
C2.20 enhancement  

RT A1.10 transhumanism  
RT B1.05 biohacker  
RT C1.10 body modification  
RT C1.30 surgery  
C2.20.c1 corrective enhancement  

RT A2.20 precautionary principle  
RT A2.30 therapeutic model  

C2.20.n1 neuro enhancement  
RT B3.20 wetware  
C2.20.n1.n1 neurohack 

C2.20.p1 performance enhancement  
RT A2.25 proactionary principle  

 
Fig 2.1: Example of classified schedule entries displaying multiple hierarchical levels of related 
terms. 
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Each term entry in the classified schedule will include all of the following information: 
 

● Term ID: Alphanumeric ID that identifies the term in the DBT hierarchy and aids in 
navigating to the corresponding entry in the alphabetical index. 

● Preferred term: The specific variant of the term chosen to represent its associated 
concept. 

● Facet and subfacet: The hierarchical classes to which the term belongs. 
 
Each term entry in the classified schedule may include any of the following information: 
 

● Narrower term(s) with term ID and preferred term:  A term within the same subfacet 
as the entered term that has narrower meaning and a child-parent conceptual relationship. 
ID and preferred term will be displayed. See Fig 2.1 or 2.2 for narrower term in use. 

● Broader term(s) with term ID and preferred term: A term within the same subfacet as 
the entered term that has broader meaning and a parent-child conceptual relationship. ID 
and preferred term will be displayed. See Fig 2.1 or 2.2 for broader term in use. 

● Inter-facet and inter-subfacet relationship notation: Related terms that are classified 
outside of an entered term's subfacet are identified by relationship notation accompanying 
the related term ID and related preferred term beneath the term ID and preferred term of 
the entry. The classified schedule includes a number of relationship notations. Within a 
term entry, related terms are ordered by relationship, then facet and subfacet. See Fig 2.1 
and 2.2 for examples of relationship notation. They are listed here in the order they would 
appear in a term entry: 

o BT: Indicates that the entered term has a child-parent relationship with the related 
term. 

o NT: Indicates that the entered term has a parent-child relationship with the related 
term. 

o BTP: Indicates that the term included by notation has a broader partitive 
relationship with the entered term, meaning that that the entered term represents a 
piece of the whole that is represented by the related term. 

o NTP: Indicates that the related term has a narrower partitive relationship with the 
entered term, meaning that that the related term represents a piece of the whole 
that is represented by the entered term. 

o RT: Indicates that the related term has an associative relationship with the entered 
term at the same hierarchical level.   

 
B <Entities and Objects> 

B2 <Systems> 
[computational technology]  
 B2.15 wireless data communication technology  

NT B4.05 card  
NT B4.10 chip  
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NT B4.20 microprocessor  
NT B4.35 tag  
NTP B4.15 emulator  
NTP B4.30 reader  
NTP B4.40 writer  
RT A3.10 nanotechnology  
RT C2.15 cloning  
B2.15.n1 NFC 
B2.15.r1  RFID 

 
Fig 2.2: Example of classified schedule entries demonstrating node labels and multiple types of term 
relationships. 

Alphabetical Index Entry Structure 
 
The alphabetical index is intended to provide indexing and relational information about the terms 
and subjects included in the DBT, and includes preferred term, variant term, and named entity 
entries. The type of entry is distinguished primarily by typography: 
 

● Preferred term: The word or phrase selected to refer to a single concept. The term is 
selected to best reflect the concept and common usage within biohacking. 

 
o enhancement C2.20  Bold text followed by the term ID. 

 
● Variant term: A word or phrase that refers to a single concept, but has not been selected 

as the preferred term. This includes linguistic variants, alternative spellings, and 
abbreviations. 

 
o augmentation (NPT) Plain text followed by notation indicating “Non Prefered 

Term.” 
 

● Named entity: Controlled individual, organization, or place name. For more information 
on named entities, please reference the Biohacking Authority List. 

 
o Lepht Anonym B1.25.l1 Bold, italic text followed by term ID. Individual names 

are displayed first name, last name. 

Alphabetical Index Preferred Term Entry Structure 

 
Preferred term entries are structured to maximize the number of related terms visible to the user 
in one search, while also providing information about the term. As such, the preferred term entry 
includes related terms from all subfacets, regardless of hierarchy. For more information about a 
term’s location in the DBT hierarchy, consult the classified schedule. 
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enhancement C2.20 
SN Action taken to improve some aspect of individual experience or perception,   

generally outside of medical necessity. 
UF augmentation (NPT) 
NT corrective enhancement C2.20.c1 

neuro enhancement C2.20.n1 
performance enhancement C2.20.p1 

RT biohacker B1.05 
body modification C1.10 
enhancement treatment C2.25 
nerve integration C2.30 
surgery C1.30 
therapeutic treatment C2.35 
transhumanism A1.10 

 
Fig 3.1: Example of alphabetical index entry displaying related terms. 
 
Each preferred term entry in the alphabetical index will include all of the following information: 
 

● Preferred term: The specific variant of the term chosen to represent its associated 
concept. 

● Term ID: Alphanumeric ID that identifies the term in the DBT hierarchy and aids in 
navigation to the corresponding entry in the classified schedule. 

 
Each preferred term entry in the alphabetical index may include any of the following 
information: 
 

● Scope Note: A note containing information about the term, including definition within 
the world of biohacking and specific usage of the term within the DBT, if applicable. 
Indicated by the notation “SN.” See Fig 3.1 for example of Scope Note in use. 

● Use For: Indicates that there are variant terms associated with preferred term. Indicated 
by the notation “UF.” See Fig 3.1 for example of Use For in use. 

● Relationship notation: The preferred term entry includes notation indicating other 
preferred terms that are associated with the entered term. These associated terms are 
within one level of hierarchy of the entered term. Related terms can be from the same or 
different subfacets as the entered term. All relationship notation is followed by the related 
term and its respective term ID. See Fig 3.1 and 3.2 for examples of relationship notation 
in use. They are listed here in the order they appear in a preferred term entry: 

o BT: Indicates that the entered term has a child-parent relationship with the related 
term. 

o NT: Indicates that the entered term has a parent-child relationship with the related 
term. 

o BTI: Indicates that the related term has a broader instance relationship with the 
entered term, meaning that that the entered term represents an instance or specific 
example of the concept that is represented by the related term. 
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o BTP: Indicates that the related term has a broader partitive relationship with the 
entered term, meaning that that the entered term represents a piece of the whole 
that is represented by the related term. 

o NTI: Indicates that the related term has a narrower instance relationship with the 
entered term, meaning that that the term included by notation represents an 
instance or specific example of the concept that is represented by the entered 
term. 

o NTP: Indicates that the related term has a narrower partitive relationship with the 
entered term, meaning that the related term represents a piece of the whole that is 
represented by the entered term. 

o RT: Indicates that the related term has an associative relationship with the entered 
term at the same hierarchical level.   

 
tag B4.35 

SN Piece of technology used as a label to hold data in wireless data  
communication technology. 

BT wireless data communication technology B2.15 
NT active tag B4.35.a1 

passive tag B4.35.p1 
NTI NFC tag B4.35.n1 

RFID tag B4.35.r1 
RT card B4.05 

chip B4.10 
emulator B4.15 
reader B4.30 
writer B4.40 

 
Fig 3.2: Example of alphabetical index preferred term entry demonstrating multiple types of term 
relationships. 

Alphabetical Index Variant Term Entry Structure 

 
In some cases, a single idea can be represented by multiple terms, such as plural forms of a term 
or a spelling variant. When this is true, one term is chosen as the preferred term, or descriptor, 
and all related terms point to that chosen term. Variant term entries guide a user to the preferred 
term to represent that concept. They are distinguished from preferred term entries by their plain, 
rather than bold, typography, lack of term ID, and the notation “(NPT).” 
 
augmentation (NPT) 

UI enhancement C2.20 
 
Fig 3.3: Example of alphabetical index variant term entry. 
 
Each variant term entry in the alphabetical index will include all of the following information: 
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● Variant term with (NPT): The non-preferred, or variant, term with notation indicating 
its status as such. 

● Use Instead: The preferred term selected to represent the same concept as the variant 
term. Indicated by the “UI” notation. See 3.3 for example of Use Instead in use. Each Use 
Instead instance includes this additional information: 

o Preferred term: The specific variant of the term chosen to represent its 
associated concept. 

o Preferred Term ID: Alphanumeric ID that identifies the preferred term in the 
DBT hierarchy and aids in navigation to the corresponding entry in the classified 
schedule. 

Alphabetical Index Named Entity Entry Structure 

 
Named entity entries are structured to relate named entities to both the terms included in the 
DBT and the DBT hierarchy as a whole. For more information about a named entity’s location in 
the DBT hierarchy, consult the classified schedule. 
 
Each named entity entry in the alphabetical index will include all of the following information: 
 

● Preferred name: The specific variant of the name chosen to represent its associated 
entity. For more information on preferred name variants, consult the Biohacking 
Authority List. 

● Term ID: Alphanumeric ID that identifies the named entity in the DBT hierarchy and 
aids in navigation to the corresponding entry in the classified schedule. 

● AID: The authority ID assigned to the named entity in the Biohacking Authority List, 
allowing for linking between the alphabetical index and BAL. 

 
Each preferred term entry in the alphabetical index may include any of the following 
information: 
 

● Scope Note: A note containing information about the entity, if applicable. Indicated by 
the notation “SN.” See Fig 3.4 for example of Scope Note in use. 

● Relationship notation: The named entities entry includes notation indicating preferred 
terms that are associated with the named entity. All relationship notation is followed by 
the related term and its respective term ID. See Fig 3.4 for examples of relationship 
notation in use. They are listed here in the order they would appear in a named entity 
entry: 

o BT: Indicates that the entered named entity has a child-parent relationship with 
term included by notation. 

o NT: Indicates that the entered named entity has a parent-child relationship with 
term included by notation. 

o BTI: Indicates that the term included by notation has a broader instance 
relationship with the entered named entity, meaning that that the entered named 
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entity represents an instance or specific example of the concept that is represented 
by the term included by notation. 

o NTI: Indicates that the term included by notation has a narrower instance 
relationship with the entered named entity, meaning that that the term included by 
notation represents an instance or specific example of the concept that is 
represented by the entered named entity. 

o RT: Indicates that the term included by notation has an associative relationship 
with the entered term at the same hierarchical level.   

 
Lepht Anonym B1.30.k1 

AID: 6001201 
SN Anonym is a transhumanist biohacker who is known for their self-surgeries. They  

rarely uses anaesthetics of any kind and operates with low-tech, everyday tools that can 
be found in a typical first-world home. Some see Lepht's surgical techniques as 
dangerous and unscientific. Lepht's detractors say that they attract negative attention to 
the world of DIY biohackers by sensationalizing a practice that many conduct safely and 
methodologically.  

BTI biohacker B1.05 
person B1.30 

RT Anonym Sapiens B1.25.a1 
 
Fig 3.4: Example of alphabetical index named entity entry displaying term ID, authority ID, scope 
note, and related terms. 

Term Identification 
 
Both schedules use the same identifying code, or notation, for each term in order to facilitate 
navigation between the two schedules. This identification (ID) acts as a link between a term’s 
position in the classified schedule and the alphabetical index. The unique notation system used 
for identification in the DBT is alphanumerical, including both letters and numbers, and 
expressive, with each additional level of hierarchy represented by the addition of a set of 
characters. 
 
The three primary groups, or facets, in the DBT are assigned the ID of A (<Ideas>), B (<Entities 
and Objects>), and C (<Actions>). Subgroups, or subfacets, are assigned an additional number 
based on their position beneath a broader facet. For example, the ID for the <Applied 
Philosophy> subfacet would be “A2”, reflecting the fact it is the second subfacet beneath the 
<Ideas> facet.  
 
The DBT’s identification system uses a period ( . ) as a stop character to indicate a term’s 
hierarchical position through notation. The period is included after each group of characters that 
represents a complete level of hierarchy. Thus, a period is added after the subfacet code in term 
notation. For example, all terms beneath the <Applied Philosophy> subfacet have an ID that 
begins “A2.”.  
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Terms that are at the next level of hierarchy are assigned a number of two digits or more based 
on their level of specificity and alphabetical position within terms of equal concreteness. The 
initial edition of the DBT assigned numbers at intervals of five in order to accommodate the 
addition of terms in subsequent editions. Thus, the ID for the term DIY, which presides beneath 
the <Applied Philosophy> subfacet of the <Ideas> facet is “A2.10”. 
 
Terms at the next level of hierarchy are assigned a number and a letter code, which are added to 
the broader term’s code following a stop character. The assigned code is constructed from the 
first letter of the term and a number representing its addition to the DBT. Thus, the ID for the 
term scrapheap, which is a narrower term of DIY, is “A2.10.s1”.  If another narrower term of 
DIY were added to the DBT and also began with “s,” its ID would be “A2.10.s2.” 
 
The number and letter code is repeatable and can be used to represent additional levels of 
hierarchy. For example, the term neurohack, a narrower term of neuro enhancement, which is, 
in turn, a narrower term of enhancement, has the ID “C2.20.n1.n1,” which represents its 
hierarchical position. 
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Use: Searching and Browsing 
 
Users can search the DBT’s alphabetical index of terms or browse the hierarchical view in the 
classified schedule. Searching provides quick access to term details, while browsing allows the 
user to easily identify terms that are related to each other hierarchically. Users may navigate 
between the alphabetical index and classified schedule by clicking on the term's ID, or notation, 
next to a term. This will direct navigation to the corresponding term entry. 

Searching the DBT 
 
The DBT’s alphabetical index can be searched by term or term ID. When a search is executed, 
corresponding terms, along with their respective term ID and scope note, will be displayed in 
alphabetical order. Click on the appropriate term to access the full term record. The record 
includes the term, its ID, variant forms, equivalent terms, and any related terms with appropriate 
relationship notation (i.e. BT, NT, or RT -- see the Alphabetized Index Entry Structure section 
for more information).  
 
To see the term in the DBT’s hierarchy, click on the term ID. This will direct the user to the 
term's location in the hierarchy. 
 
Quick search tips:  

● When searching terms, you may use AND (in all uppercase) to return results including 
bothterms (e.g. corrective AND enhancement will return corrective enhancement, but 
not enhancement).  

● You may use OR (in all uppercase) to return results including either either term  (e.g. 
therapeutic OR treatment will return therapeutic enhancement, therapeutic model, 
therapeutic treatment, and enhancement treatment).  

● You may use the asterisk (*) to search for all versions of a term (e.g.transhuman* will 
return both transhuman and transhumanism). 

 
In some cases, a single idea is represented by multiple terms, such as plural forms of a term or a 
spelling variant. When this is true, one term is chosen as the preferred term, or descriptor, and all 
related terms point to that chosen term. A search of the DBT using a variant term will return the 
preferred term as a result. The preferred term entry includes information on its variant terms. 

Browsing the DBT 
 

Users can browse the DBT in the hierarchical view (the classified schedule). Browsing is 
intended to be used in conjunction with the alphabetical index and, as such, both contain 
different information. The classified schedule provides a representation of the hierarchical 
structure of biohacking and identifies other terms within the DBT that are related across that 
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hierarchy. The alphabetical index can be accessed from the classified schedule and provides 
detailed information about a term.  
 
To browse the DBT, users may click to expand each level of the hierarchy, starting with the 
primary groups, or facets, all the way down to the most specific term. When terms have 
relationships across facets, these related terms are displayed beneath the term with notation 
indicating the nature of the relationship (e.g. BT, NT, or RT -- see the Classified Schedule 
Entry Structure section for more information). 
 
Once a user has identified a term, they can access more information about the term by clicking 
on the term ID. This will direct the user to the term entry in the alphabetized index. 

Special Features 
 
The DBT has a few special features that were developed to maximize comprehension and 
intuitive browsability for its users. 
 
To promote the understanding of semantic relationships between concepts, the DBT have 
conspicuously represents relationships between related terms (signified by the notation "RT") 
and preferred terms, when those relationships span separate facets. Within a single facet, the user 
is meant to infer that the all the terms listed are related to each other in some way (the user can 
locate the exact relationships on the alphabetical index). Between facets, however, it is less 
obvious. For this reason, within an individual facet, the creators have listed all inter-facet related 
terms under the terms to which they are connected. Inter-facet navigability is also enhanced, as 
users can click on the related terms from other facets and arrive at a different conceptual 
hierarchy. 
 
The DBT also incorporates a standardized list of proper names of prominent people and 
organizations in biohacking, based on the Biohacking Authority List. These people can be found 
under the group "Agents." By looking at the alphabetized list of terms, the DBT's users can 
access in-depth information about these people and why they are important to the world of 
biohacking without the additional navigation of consulting the BAL directly. 
 
Finally, users are encouraged to contribute terms to the DBT, should a concept be missing that is 
integral to the world of DIY biohacking. There is a form that users can fill out to submit terms 
for integration into the DBT. All submissions must contain citations and reasons for inclusion. 
As the DBT is an expanding resource, the creators welcome the addition of relevant data. 
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Sources 
 
The DBT is intended to serve indexers and searchers interested in DIY biohacking, which is a 
varied and largely non-traditional. As such, the sources consulted for term selection are both 
scholarly and organic in nature. In this case, organic describes a source, such as a live messaging 
board, that is constantly being updated by users who are contributing more and better 
information. As many of the sources whose information has been incorporated into the DBT are 
organic information repositories, the DBT is continually growing and, consequently, not 
comprehensive. As such, if there is a term that you do not see in the DBT that you feel is integral 
to the world of DIY biohacking, please use the contribution form to submit a suggestion.  
 
The terms within the DBT come from a combination of structured. unstructured, and 
semi-structured sources. Structured resources are formal information organization materials. An 
example of a structured resource from which the creators of the DBT took terms is an index to a 
book. The indexes to the books that were consulted for their content in the creation of the DBT 
provided scholastic terms that allowed for control of related terms harvested from the 
semi-structured and unstructured sources from which the DBT draws more heavily. Such terms 
represent the formal and academic influences for the real-world practice of DIY biohacking.  
 
The majority of the sources from which terms were taken during the creation of the DBT were 
unstructured. Unstructured resources include items such as websites, articles, and discussion 
forums. These types of information repositories are highly representative of the world of DIY 
biohacking, as they are the resources from which the vast majority of DIY biohackers retrieve 
information themselves. These types of sources also represent an important philosophical ethos 
of DIY biohacking, which is that, like the quantifiable data gathered from things like implants, 
information should be open source, or accessible by anyone. Some of our unstructured resources, 
such as articles from subscription databases, are only available through on-site research at 
subscribing institutions. Largely, the unstructured sources the creators used were online 
discussion boards on which biohackers, from the novice to the expert level, would discuss 
experiences, strategies for implantation, and other topical information to the world of 
biohacking. The terms used in such asynchronous discussions represented the widest variety of 
terminology and was very helpful in providing a linguistic overview of the field. Of particular 
use were analyses of question-and-answer discussion boards on which various experts would 
weigh in on other biohackers' questions. 
 
The last type of source which the creators used to populate the DBT is semi-structured. A 
semi-structured resource is something like an abstract to an article or a book's table of contents. 
It was seldom that the creators of the DBT were only able to access these types of 
semi-structured sources, but, when they were present in the unstructured sources that were 
consulted, they represented an important overview of key concepts and, consequently, guided 
our analysis of such sources and the envisaged the way in which the DBT would be used.  
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Alphabetized Index 
 

active tag B3.55.a1 
SN A tag, or electronic label, that contains its own power source to transmit data  

wirelessly. 
BT tag B3.55 
RT NFC tag B3.55.n1 

passive tag B3.55.p1 
RFID tag B3.55.r1 

 
Amal Graafstra B1.30.a1 

AID: 6000107 
SN Graafstra is a biohacker who is known for his expert knowledge on the  

implantation of RFID (radio-frequency identification) technology into human  
bodies. As DIY biohacking began to receive more attention, Graafstra created  
DangerousThings.com in order to sell biologically-safe RFID implants to 
biohackers to promote transhumanism, cyborgism, and safety among novice  
self-surgeons. 

BTI biohacker B1.05 
person B1.30 

RT DangerousThings.com  B1.25.d1 
 
Anonym Sapiens B1.25.a1 

AID: 5000119 
SN Anonym Sapiens is the personal blog of DIY biohacker Lepht Anonym. This  

website serves as a valuable knowledge repository of first-hand experiences  
with different iterations of common biohacking procedures, philosophical  
questions, and various materials biohackers can use to modify their bodies.  

BTI corporate body B1.25 
RT Lepht Anonym B1.30.l1 

 
augmentation (NPT) 

UI enhancement C2.20 
 
biobrick B3.05 

SN DNA sequences that conform to a restriction-enzyme assembly standards.  
Biobricks are used to design and assemble synthetic biological circuits and 
organisms.  

ET biopart B3.10 
RT biotechnology A3.05 

bioware B3.15 
synthetic biology A3.15 
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synthetic organism B2.20 
 
biocoating C2.05 

SN The action of making a device or implant bioneutral to lower the risk of  
rejection, usually through the application of a coating.  

ET bioproofing C2.10 
BT biosafety C1.05 
RT biocompatability B4.05 

bioneutrality B4.10 
 
biocompatibility B4.05 

SN The attribute of synthetic material being neutral or compatible with a biological  
substrate. 

ET bioneutrality B4.10 
RT biocoating C2.05 

bioproofing C2.10 
biosafety C1.05 

 
biohacker B1.05  

SN A person who adheres to the philosophical tenets of transhumanism and 
attempts to temporarily or permanently alter their body in order to enhance their 
individual experience and abilities.  

NT garage scientist B1.05.g1 
grinder B1.05.g2 
maker B1.05.m1 
tinkerer B1.05.t1 

NTI Amal Graafstra B1.30.a1 
Lepht Anonym B1.30.k1 
Mark Gasson B1.30.m1 
Shawn Sarver B1.30.s1 
Tim Cannon B1.30.t1  

RT body modification C1.10 
citizen science A2.05 
DIY A2.10 
enhancement C2.20 
enhancement treatment C2.25 
futurism A1.05 
self surgery C1.30.s1 
transhumanism A1.10 
neurohack C2.20.n1.n1 

 
bioneutrality B4.10 

SN The attribute of synthetic material being neutral or compatible with a biological  
substrate. 

ET biocompatability B4.05 
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RT biocoating C2.05 
bioproofing C2.10 
biosafety C1.05 

 
biopart B3.10 

SN DNA sequences that conform to a restriction-enzyme assembly standards.  
Biobricks are used to design and assemble synthetic biological circuits and 
organisms. 

ET biobrick B3.05 
RT biotechnology A3.05 

bioware B3.15 
synthetic biology A3.15 
synthetic organism B2.20 

 
bioproofing C2.10 

SN The action of making a device or implant bioneutral to lower the risk of  
rejection.  

ET biocoating C2.05 
BT biosafety C1.05 
RT biocompatability B4.05 

bioneutrality B4.10 
 
biopunk A1.25 

SN A social movement with technoprogressive ideologies that advocate for open  
access to genetic information. 

RT citizen science A2.05 
cyberpunk A1.30 
DIY A2.10 
futurism A1.05 

 
biosafety C1.05 

SN A collection of preventative practices intended to maintain safe practices and  
positive results in biohacking. This term is differentiated from the popular 
definition of biosafety in that it is focused on prevention of the loss of biological 
integrity on the individual level, rather than on a large scale. 

NT biocoating C2.05 
bioproofing C2.10 

RT bioneutrality B4.10 
rejection C1.20 
self regulation C1.25 

 
biotech (NPT) 

UI biotechnology A3.05 
 
biotechnology A3.05 
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SN The exploitation of naturally-occurring biological processes for industrial,  
commercial, and/or scientific purposes.  

UF biotech (NPT) 
RT biobrick B3.05 

biopart B3.10 
bioware B3.15 
synthetic biology A3.15 
wetware B3.20 

 
bioware B3.15 

SN Synthetic biological circuit comprised of DNA sequences that conform to  
restriction-enzyme assembly standards. 

RT biotechnology A3.05 
wetware B3.20 
synthetic biology A3.15 
synthetic organism B2.20 

 
body modification C1.10 

NT garage body modification C1.10.g1  
RT biohacker B1.05 

 
bone anchor B3.70.s1.b1 

SN A type of subdermal implant that secures a material(s) to bone at a single point. 
BT subdermal implant B3.70.s1 
RT transdermal implant B3.70.t1 

 
bone mount B3.70.s1.b2 

SN A type of subdermal implant that secures a material(s) to bone at multiple  
points. 

BT subdermal implant B3.70.s1 
RT transdermal implant B3.70.t1 

 
brain computer interface B2.10 

SN A system or device that allows direct communication pathway between the  
brain and an external device. 

UF mind machine interface (NPT) 
RT human computer interaction C1.15 

human computer interface B2.05 
technological mediation C1.35 

 
card B3.25  

SN A small piece of synthetic material that contains machine-readable information. 
BT wireless data communication technology B2.15 
NTI NFC card B3.25 .n1 

RFID card B3.25 .r1 
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RT chip B3.30 
emulator B3.35 
reader B3.50 

           tag B3.55 
writer B3.60 

 
chip B3.30 

SN A small piece of synthetic material embedded with integrated circuitry. 
UF integrated circuit (NPT) 
BT wireless data communication technology B2.15 
NTI NFC chip B3.30.n1 

RFID chip B3.30.r1 
RT card B3.25 

emulator B3.35 
reader B3.50 
tag B3.55 
writer B3.60 

 
citizen science A2.05 

SN Scientific research conducted, in whole or in part, by amateurs. 
RT biohacker B1.05 

biopunk A1.25 
cyberpunk A1.30 
DIY A2.10 

 
cloning C2.15 

SN The copying of data from one material, format, or substrate to another.  
RT wireless data communication B2.15 

 
connective mind B2.25 

SN A modified brain that allows for connection to outside devices, defined as a  
whole.  

RT semibiological substrate B2.30 
substrate independence A1.20 

 
corporate body B1.25 

SN The term corporate bodies is used to represent organizational entities involved  
in biohacking as a whole, including but not limited to companies, nonprofits,  
institutes and colleges, citizen interest groups, and online organizations, such as 
message boards and blogs. This term acts as parent term for any such entities 
included in the Biohacking Authority List. 

NTI Anonym Sapiens B1.25.a1  
Cyborg Foundation B1.25.c1 
DangerousThings.com B1.25.d1 
Grindhouse Wetware B1.25.g1  
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University of Reading B1.25.u1  
RT person B1.30 

 
corrective enhancement C2.20.c1 

SN The act of changing one's body and/or mind to correct or account for something  
that has been identified as lacking by mainstream means. 

BT enhancement C2.20 
RT precautionary principle A2.20 

therapeutic model A2.30 
therapeutic treatment C2.35 

 
cyberpunk A1.30 

SN A cultural movement with a focus on high technology and disengagement from  
mainstream culture. In this domain, this term refers to the cultural movement, 
rather than literary sub genre. 

RT biopunk A1.25 
citizen science A2.05 
DIY A2.10 
futurism A1.05 

 
cyborg B1.10 

SN A person who has permanently and successfully integrated synthetic materials  
into his or her body. 

NTI Kevin Warwick B1.30.k1 
Moon Ribas B1.30.m2  
Neil Harbisson B1.30.n1 

RT cyborgism A1.35 
futurism A1.05 
posthuman B1.15 
transhuman B1.20 
transhumanism A1.10 

 
Cyborg Foundation  B1.25.c1 

AID: 5000306 
SN The Cyborg Foundation is a non-profit organization that aims to promote  

projects that bring together biohacking and art. It also helps people become 
cyborgs and defends cyborg rights. 

BTI corporate body B1.25 
RT Moon Ribas B1.30.m2  

Neil Harbisson B1.30.n1  
 
cyborgism A1.35 

SN A cultural movement focused on the mainstreaming of integrating technology  
with human biology. 

RT cyberpunk A1.30 
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cyborg B1.10 
futurism A1.05 
morphological freedom A1.10 
posthuman B1.15 
transhuman B1.20 
transhumanism A1.10 

 
DangerousThings.com  B1.25.d1 

AID: 5000420 
SN DangerousThings.com is an e-commerce site created by biohackers who  

wanted to standardize the materials involved in biohacking in order to promote 
safe practices. This site also has in-depth information regarding the differences 
between various wireless technology integrated into most biohacking implants, 
such as RFID (radio-frequency identity) and NFC (near field communication).  

BTI corporate body B1.25 
RT Amal Graafstra B1.30.a1 

 
demisurgery C1.30.d1 

SN In the domain, used to indicate a surgical procedure within cutaneous  
membrane. 

BT surgery C1.30 
RT body modification C1.10 

self surgery C1.30.s1 
 
disorder model (NPT) 

UI Therapeutic model A2.30 
 
disorder treatment (NPT) 

UI Therapeutic treatment C2.35 
 
DIY A2.10 

SN Do-it-yourself. Social philosophy centered on self-sufficiency and completion of  
projects without the aid of professionals. 

UF Do it yourself (NPT) 
NT scrapheap A2.10.s1 
RT biopunk A1.25 

cyberpunk A1.30 
garage body modification C1.10.g1 
open source A2.15 
self regulation C1.25 

 
do it yourself (NPT) 

UI DIY A2.10 
 
EMF meter B3.65 
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SN A scientific instrument that is used to read electromagnetic fields.  
RT magnet B3.75 

 
emulator B3.35 

SN Hardware or software that enables one computer system to behave like  
another computer system.  

BTP wireless communication technology B2.15 
NTI NFC emulator B3.35.n1 

RFID emulator B3.35.r1 
RT card B3.25  

chip B3.30 
reader B3.50 
tag B3.55 
writer B3.60 

 
enhancement C2.20 

SN Action taken to improve some aspect of individual experience or perception,   
generally outside of medical necessity. 

UF augmentation (NPT) 
NT corrective enhancement C2.20.c1 

neuro enhancement C2.20.n1 
performance enhancement C2.20.p1 

RT biohacker B1.05 
body modification C1.10 
enhancement treatment C2.25 
nerve integration C2.30 
surgery C1.30 
therapeutic treatment C2.35 
transhumanism A1.10 

 
enhancement treatment C2.25 

SN The act of changing a body or mind to better experience or perception, not  
based on something identified as lacking through mainstream methods. 

RT biohacker B1.05 
proactionary principle A2.25 
therapeutic treatment C2.35 
transhumanism A1.10 

 
futurism A1.05 

SN The belief that meaning is found by looking towards the future rather than  
analyzing the past. Many biohackers adopt this mindset as a framework within  
which to defend their beliefs in trans- and posthumanism.  

RT biohacker B1.05 
cyborg B1.10 
posthuman B1.15 
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transhuman B1.20 
transhumanism A1.10 

 
garage body modification C1.10.g1 

SN Garage body modification is the practice of modifying one's person through  
low-tech means.  

BT body modification C1.10 
RT biohacker B1.05 

DIY A2.10 
 
garage scientist B1.05.g1 

SN One who participates in body modification using low-tech means. Similar to  
grinders. 

BT biohacker B1.05 
RT DIY A2.10 

grinder B1.05.g2  
maker B1.05.m1  
tinkerer B1.05.t1  

 
grinder B1.05.g2 

SN A grinder is an extreme DIY biohacker who is views the practice of biohacking  
as very anarchic and hacker-centered. These types of biohacker usually  
conduct self-surgeries with very low-tech instruments and believe in the  
democratization of science and biomedical information. 

BT biohacker B1.05 
RT DIY A2.10 

garage scientist B1.05.g1 
maker B1.05.m1  
tinkerer B1.05.t1  

 
Grindhouse Wetware B1.25.g1 

AID: 5000723 
SN Grindhouse Wetware is a startup company founded by biohackers Shawn  

Sarver and Tim Cannon in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. They are well-known for  
creating a biometric implant called the Circadia, which Cannon implanted in  
himself. The startup's affiliated website also serves as an interactive repository  
of knowledge for beginner biohackers. 

BTI corporate body B1.25 
RT Shawn Sarver B1.30.s1 

Tim Cannon B1.30.t1  
 
handicap model (NPT) 

UI therapeutic model A2.30 
 
healthspan B4.15 
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SN The conceptual temporal period in which a being is in a state of health that  
allows for positive experience and perception.  

RT morphological freedom A1.15 
life expansion A1.15.l1 
regenerative medicine A3.20 

 
human computer interaction C1.15 

SN Use of interfaces between humans and technological systems. In the domain,  
used to discuss practical application, rather than theoretical research. 
UF human machine interaction (NPT) 
RT brain computer interface B2.10 

human computer interface B2.05 
technological mediation C1.35 

 
human computer interface B2.05 

SN A system or device that allows communication between a person and an  
external device. 

UF human machine interface (NPT) 
RT brain computer interface B2.10 

human computer interaction C1.15 
technological mediation C1.35 

 
human machine interaction (NPT) 

UI human computer interaction C1.15 
 
human machine interface (NPT) 

UI human computer interface B2.05 
 
implant B3.70 

SN Anything inserted into something else, especially inorganic materials inserted  
into human bodies. 

NT subdermal implant B3.70.s1 
transdermal implant B3.70.t1 

RT magnet B3.75 
prosthesis B3.80 
rejection C1.20 
surgery C1.30 
transparent equipment B3.95 

 
Integrated circuit (NPT) 

UI chip B3.30 
 
Kevin Warwick B1.30.k1  

AID: 6001123 
SN Warwick is a biomedical engineer and professor of cybernetics at the University  
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of Reading, England. His areas of concentration include artificial intelligence, 
robotics, bioethics, and cyborgs. He is best known for a set of experiments called 
Project Cyborg, the most well-known of which was the implantation of an artificial 
neurological system into his own arm. The results of this experiment were that 
Warwick could move an artificial limb by moving his own arm. He is a pioneer of 
artificial intelligence. 

BTI cyborg B1.10 
person B1.30 

RT University of Reading B1.25.u1 
 
Lepht Anonym B1.30.k1 

AID: 6001201 
SN Anonym is a transhumanist biohacker who is known for their  

self-surgeries.They rarely uses anaesthetics of any kind and operates with 
low-tech, everyday tools that can be found in a typical first-world home. Some 
see Lepht's surgical techniques as dangerous and unscientific. Lepht's detractors 
say that they attract negative attention to the world of DIY biohackers by 
sensationalizing a practice that many conduct safely and methodologically.  

BTI biohacker B1.05 
person B1.30 

RT Anonym Sapiens B1.25.a1 
 
life expansion A1.15.l1 

SN A theoretical and conceptual philosophy advocating for the application and 
movement of human consciousness to alternative and non-biological systems. 

BT morphological freedom A1.15 
RT healthspan B4.15 

regenerative medicine A3.20 
 
magnet B3.75 

RT EMF meter B3.65 
implant B3.70 

 
maker B1.05.m1 

SN A maker is a colloquial term for a DIY biohacker. Specifically, makers are  
biohacking hobbyist who create devices for implantation. 

BT biohacker B1.05 
RT DIY A2.10 

garage scientist B1.05.g1 
grinder B1.05.g2  
tinkerer B1.05.t1  

 
Mark Gasson B1.30.m1 

AID: 6001307 
SN Gasson is known as being the first person infected with a computer virus as  
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well as being the surgeon who performed Kevin Warwick's neural arm 
implantation surgery. He is a Research Fellow at the University of Reading, 
England. The virus he was infected with was transmitted to his body through an 
RFID (radio-frequency identity) implant in his hand. Gasson used this to promote 
the idea that viruses could spread to other technological implants, such as 
pacemakers. Some of Gasson's critics charge him with fear-mongering.  

BTI biohacker B1.05 
person B1.30 

RT University of Reading B1.25.u1 
 
microprocessor B3.40  

SN An integrated circuit that contains all the functions of a central processing unit  
of a computer. 

BT wireless data communication technology B2.15 
 
mind computer interface (NPT) 

UI brain computer interface B2.10 
 
molecular nanotechnology A3.10.m1 

SN The engineering of functional systems at the molecular level. 
BT nanotechnology A3.10 
RT nanomedicine A3.10.n1 

nanorobotics A3.10.n2 
 
Moon Ribas B1.30.m2  

AID: 6001318 
SN Ribas is a cyborg who is best known for co-founding the Cyborg Foundation  

with Neil Harbisson and for implanting a seismic sensor in her elbow. Her implant 
allows her to feel earthquakes. Her sensor is connected wirelessly to a 
seismographs, which allows her to experience earthquakes all over the world as 
they happen in real-time, regardless of her physical location.  

BTI cyborg B1.10 
person B1.30 

RT Cyborg Foundation  B1.25.c1 
 
morphological freedom A1.15 

SN The belief that a person has the right to modify his or her own body as he or  
she sees fit. The practices within this school of thought have the potential to  
breach biosafety regulations.  

NT life expansion A1.15.l1 
RT cyborgism A135 

healthspan B4.15 
substrate independence A1.20 
transhumanism A1.10 
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nanocomputer B3.45 
SN A computer whose physical dimensions are microscopic. 
BT nanotechnology A3.10 

 
nanomedicine A3.10.n1 

SN The practice of medical intervention on the molecular scale. 
BT nanotechnology A3.10 
RT molecular nanotechnology A3.10.m1 

nanorobotics A3.10.n2 
 
Nanorobotics A3.10.n2 

SN A field in which people create machines or robots whose components are  
at or close to the scale of a nanometer (10−9 meters). 

BT nanotechnology A3.10 
RT molecular nanotechnology A3.10.m1 

nanomedicine A3.10.n1 
 
nanotechnology A3.10 

SN The science of working with atoms and molecules to build devices that are  
extremely small. 

NT molecular nanotechnology A3.10.m1 
nanomedicine A3.10.n1 
nanorobotics A3.10.n2 

NTP nanocomputer B3.45 
RT wireless data communication technology B2.15  

 
Near field communication (NPT) 

UI NFC B2.15.n1 
 
Neil Harbisson B1.30.n1  

AID: 6001408 
SN Harbisson is officially known as the world's first cyborg. He was born severely  

colorblind and can only see in grey-scale. Because of this, he elected to have an 
antenna implanted into his skull that allows him to hear colors, including those 
not on the visible spectrum, such as ultraviolet. The antenna enables him to hear 
light frequencies through vibrations on his skeletal system. His implant is also 
Bluetooth-capable, which gives him the capability to receive receive calls and 
images from cell phones and satellites directly to body.  

BTI cyborg B1.10 
person B1.30 

RT Cyborg Foundation  B1.25.c1 
 
nerve integration C2.30 

SN A surgical procedure that incorporates an implant into the neural network of a  
human host. 
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RT surgery C1.30 
tissue engineering C1.40 

 
neuro enhancement C2.20.n1 

SN A type of enhancement intended to increase neural function or perception. 
UF neurological enhancement (NPT) 
BT enhancement C2.20 
NT neurohack C2.20.n1.n1 
RT enhancement treatment C2.25 

corrective enhancement C2.20.c1 
performance enhancement C2.20.p1 
wetware B3.20 

 
neurohack C2.20.n1.n1 

SN The act of electively modifying parts of one's neurological system. Similar to  
biohacking, this practice is carried out through the hacker mindset: that 
ownership of and knowledge about one's own biological information is a basic 
human right. 

UF neurological hack (NPT) 
BT neuro enhancement C2.20.n1 
RT biohacker B1.05 

enhancement treatment C2.25 
performance enhancement C2.20.p1 

 
neurological enhancement (NPT) 

UI Neuro enhancement C2.20.n1 
 
neurological hack (NPT)  

UI neurohack C2.20.n1.n1 
 
NFC B2.15.n1 

SN NFC stands for "near field communication" and is used to exchange information  
between entities by when in close proximity to each other.  

UF near field communication (NPT) 
BTI wireless data communication technology B2.15 
NTP NFC card B3.25.n1 

NFC chip B3.30.n1 
NFC emulator B3.35.n1 
NFC reader B3.50.n1 
NFC tag B3.55.n1 
NFC writer B3.60.n1 

RT RFID B2.15.r1 
 
NFC card B3.25.n1 

SN A small, rectangular piece of synthetic material that contains  
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NFC technology.  
BTI card B3.25  
BTP NFC B2.15.n1 
RT NFC chip B3.30.n1 

NFC emulator B3.35.n1 
NFC reader B3.50.n1 
NFC tag B3.55.n1 
NFC writer B3.60.n1 

 
NFC chip B3.30.n1 

SN A small piece of synthetic material embedded with integrated circuitry equipped  
with NFC technology. A common implant among biohackers. 

BTI chip B3.30 
BTP NFC B2.15.n1 
RT NFC card B3.25.n1 

NFC emulator B3.35.n1 
NFC reader B3.50.n1 
NFC tag B3.55.n1 
NFC writer B3.60.n1 

 
NFC emulator B3.35.n1 

SN Hardware or software that enables one computer system to behave like  
another computer system that is equipped with NFC technology. A common  
external counterpart to NFC-enabled implants among biohackers. 

BTI emulator B3.35 
BTP NFC B2.15.n1 
RT NFC card B3.25.n1 

NFC chip B3.30.n1 
NFC reader B3.50.n1 
NFC tag B3.55.n1 
NFC writer B3.60.n1 

 
NFC reader B3.50.n1 

SN Any device that can read data from an NFC tag or chip. 
BTI reader B3.50 
BTP NFC B2.15.n1 
RT NFC card B3.25.n1 

NFC chip B3.30.n1 
NFC emulator B3.35.n1 
NFC tag B3.55.n1 
NFC writer B3.60.n1 

 
NFC tag B3.55.n1 

SN A small object, such as a sticker, that contains a microchip that can store  
NFC-compatible data. This data can then be transferred between various NFC  
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devices. 
BTI tag B3.55 
BTP NFC B2.15.n1 
RT NFC card B3.25.n1 

NFC chip B3.30.n1 
NFC emulator B3.35.n1 
NFC reader B3.50.n1 
NFC writer B3.60.n1 

 
NFC writer B3.60.n1 

SN A device which can transfer data to an NFC tag. 
BTI writer B3.60 
BTP NFC B2.15.n1 
RT NFC card B3.25.n1 

NFC chip B3.30.n1 
NFC emulator B3.35.n1 
NFC reader B3.50.n1 
NFC tag B3.55.n1 

 
nonbiological substrate B2.35 

SN A theoretical nonbiological system that would support human consciousness. 
NT prosthetic body B3.95 
RT life expansion A1.15.l1 

semibiological substrate B2.30 
transparent equipment B3.95 

 
open source A2.15 

SN An applied philosophy advocating for free access to knowledge and data.  
RT DIY A2.10 

 
passive tag B3.55.p1 

SN An RFID or NFC tag that does not contain its own power source. 
BT tag B3.55 
RT active tag B3.55.a1 

NFC tag B3.55.n1 
RFID tag B3.55.r1 

 
performance enhancement C2.20.p1 

SN A type of enhancement intended to increase biological performance. 
BT enhancement C2.20 
RT biohacker B1.05 

neuro enhancement C2.20.n1 
proactionary principle A2.25 

 
person B1.30 
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SN The term person is used to represent distinct individual entities involved  
in biohacking, including but not limited to scholars, practitioners, philosophers, 
bloggers, and known proponents. This term acts as parent term for any such 
individual entities included in the Biohacking Authority List. 

NTI Amal Graafstra B1.30.a1 
Kevin Warwick B1.30.k1  
Lepht Anonym B1.30.k1  
Mark Gasson B1.30.m1 
Moon Ribas B1.30.m2  
Neil Harbisson B1.30.n1  
Shawn Sarver B1.30.s1 
Tim Cannon B1.30.t1  

RT corporate body B1.30 
 
posthuman B1.15 

SN A hypothetical new species that is a combination of human and machine. Many  
biohackers practice biohacking with the hopes of speeding up humans' evolution 
to this species. 

RT cyborg B1.10 
cyborgism A1.35 
futurism A1.05 
transhuman B1.20 
transhumanism A1.10 

 
precautionary principle A2.20 

SN The theoretical principle stating that activity which raises threats of harm to  
humanity precautionary measures should be taken even if threat is not proven, 
and places the burden of proof on new technology. 

RT corrective enhancement C2.20.c1 
proactionary principle A2.25 
therapeutic model A2.30 
therapeutic treatment C2.35 

 
proactionary principle A2.25 

SN The theoretical principle stating that potential threats to humanity should be  
accurately assessed before precaution is invoked. 

RT enhancement treatment C2.25 
performance enhancement C2.20.p1 
precautionary principle A2.20 
therapeutic model A2.30 

 
prosthesis B3.80 

SN An artificial body part.  
UF prosthetic (NPT) 
RT implant B3.70 
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surgery C1.30 
transparent equipment B3.95 

 
prosthetic (NPT) 

UI prosthesis B3.80 
 
prosthetic body B3.95 

SN A complete nonbiological system which replaces the human body, and which  
consciousness can be transferred to. 

BT nonbiological substrate B2.35 
RT life expansion A1.15.l1 

prosthesis B3.80 
transparent equipment B3.95 

 
radio frequency identification (NPT) 

UI RFID B2.15.r1 
 
reader B3.50 

SN Any device that can read data stored on any other device. 
BTP wireless communication technology B2.15 
NTI NFC reader B3.50.n1 

RFID reader B3.50.r1 
RT card B3.25 

chip B3.30 
emulator B3.35 
tag B3.55 
writer B3.60 

 
regenerative medicine A3.20 

SN A medical field that deals with repairing and/or engineering biological  
components. 

RT healthspan B4.15 
life expansion A1.15.l1 

 
rejection C1.20 

SN When a human body rejects an implant. Many novice biohackers experience  
rejection of their implants before they are experienced self-surgeons. 

RT biosafety C1.05 
implant B3.70 
surgery C1.30 

 
RFID B2.15.r1 

SN RFID stands for radio-frequency identification. It is the wireless use of  
electromagnetic fields to transfer data. Many biohackers implant RFID devices 
into themselves. 
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UF radio frequency identification (NPT) 
BTI wireless data communication technology B2.15 
NTP RFID Card B3.25.n1 

RFID Chip B3.30.r1 
RFID Emulator B3.35.r1 
RFID Reader B3.50.r1 
RFID Tag B3.55.r1 
RFID Writer B3.60.r1 

RT NFC B2.15.n1 
 
RFID card B3.25.r1 

SN A small, rectangular piece of synthetic material that contains  
RFID technology.  
BTI card B3.25 

BTP RFID B2.15.r1 
RT RFID chip B3.30.r1 

RFID emulator B3.35.r1 
RFID reader B3.50.r1 
RFID tag B3.55.r1 
RFID writer B3.60.r1 

 
RFID chip B3.30.r1 

SN A small piece of synthetic material embedded with integrated circuitry equipped  
with RFID technology. A common implant among biohackers. 

BTI chip B3.30 
BTP RFID B2.15.r1 
RT RFID card B3.25.r1 

RFID emulator B3.35.r1 
RFID reader B3.50.r1 
RFID tag B3.55.r1 
RFID writer B3.60.r1 

 
RFID emulator B3.35.r1 

SN Hardware or software that enables one computer system to behave like  
another computer system that is equipped with RFID technology. A common  
external counterpart to RFID-enabled implants among biohackers. 

BTI emulator B3.35 
BTP RFID B2.15.r1 
RT RFID card B3.25.r1 

RFID chip B3.30.r1 
RFID reader B3.50.r1 
RFID tag B3.55.r1 
RFID writer B3.60.r1 

 
RFID reader B3.50.r1 
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SN Any device that can read data stored on an RFID tag or chip. 
BTI reader B3.50 
BTP RFID B2.15.r1 
RT RFID card B3.25.r1 

RFID chip B3.30.r1 
RFID emulator B3.35.r1 
RFID tag B3.55.r1 
RFID writer B3.60.r1 

 
RFID tag B3.55.r1 

SN A small object, such as a sticker, that contains a microchip that can store  
RFID-compatible data. This data can then be transferred between various NFC  
devices. 

BTI tag B3.55 
BTP RFID B2.15.r1 
RT RFID card B3.25.r1 

RFID chip B3.30.r1 
RFID emulator B3.35.r1 
RFID reader B3.50.r1 
RFID writer B3.60.r1 

 
RFID writer B3.60.r1 

SN A device which can transfer data to an RFID tag. 
BTI writer B3.60 
BTP RFID B2.15.r1 
RT RFID card B3.25.r1 

RFID chip B3.30.r1 
RFID emulator B3.35.r1 
RFID reader B3.50.r1 
RFID tag B3.55.r1 

 
scrapheap A2.10.s1 

SN A term used to describe the lowest-tech DIY biohacking practices. 
BT DIY A2.10 
RT biopunk A1.25 

cyberpunk A1.30 
 
self regulation C1.25 

SN The practice of regulating your body during biohacking procedures to ensure  
homeostasis. 

RT biosafety C1.05 
DIY A2.10 
open source A2.15 

 
self surgery C1.30.s1 
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SN The act of surgically operating on one's own body, a common practice among  
biohackers. 

BT surgery C1.30 
RT biohacker B1.05  

body modification C1.10 
demisurgery C1.30.d1 

 
semibiological substrate B2.30 

SN A partially nonbiological system which replaces part or all of the human body,  
and which consciousness can be transferred to. 

RT connective mind B2.25 
life expansion A1.15.l1 
nonbiological substrate B2.35 
transparent equipment B3.95 

 
Shawn Sarver B1.30.s1 

AID: 6001919 
SN Sarver is a DIY biohacker who is known for co-founding the startup company  

Grindhouse Wetwares in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, with Tim Cannon.  
BTI biohacker B1.05 

person B1.30 
RT Grindhouse Wetware B1.25.g1 

 
subdermal implant B3.70.s1 

SN Anything that is inserted into a living organism below the skin. Many biohackers  
implant magnets in their fingers subdermally. 

BT implant B3.70 
NT bone anchor B3.70.s1.b1 

bone mount B3.70.s1.b2 
RT transdermal implant B3.70.t1 

 
substrate independence A1.20 

SN A theoretical philosophy advocating for the need for human consciousness to  
become transferable to and from multiple systems. 

RT connective mind B2.25 
morphological freedom A1.15 
transhumanism A1.10 

 
surgery C1.30 

SN The act of altering a body (human or non-human) by incision or manipulation. 
NT demisurgery C1.30.d1 

self surgery C1.30.s1 
RT enhancement C2.20 

implant B3.70 
nerve integration C2.30 
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prosthesis B3.80 
rejection C1.20 
tissue engineering C1.40 

 
synthbio (NPT) 

UI synthetic Biology A3.15 
 
synthetic biology A3.15 

SN A discipline that combines science and engineering in order to design and build  
biological functions and systems. 

UF synthbio (NPT) 
RT biobrick B3.05 

biopart B3.10 
biotechnology A3.05 
bioware B3.15 
synthetic organism B2.20 
wetware B3.20 

 
synthetic organism B2.20 

SN Organisms that have partial or completely synthetic DNA. 
UF synthorg (NPT) 
RT biobrick B3.05 

biopart B3.10 
bioware B3.15 
synthetic biology A3.15 

 
synthorg (NPT) 

UI synthetic organism B2.20 
 
tag B3.55 

SN Piece of technology used as a label to hold data in wireless data  
communication technology. 

BTP wireless data communication technology B2.15 
NT active tag B3.55.a1 

passive tag B3.55.p1 
NTI NFC tag B3.55.n1 

RFID tag B3.55.r1 
RT card B3.25 

chip B3.30 
emulator B3.35 
reader B3.50 
writer B3.60 

 
technological mediation C1.35 

SN The act of technology behaving as a an interface between consciousness and  
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the concrete world. 
RT brain computer interface B2.10 

human computer interaction C1.15 
human computer interface B2.05 

 
therapeutic model A2.30 

SN A concept in enhancement legal theory, reflecting a societal attitude that only  
treatment to address a deficiency is a valid need. 

UF disorder model (NPT) 
handicap model (NPT) 

RT corrective enhancement C2.20.c1 
precautionary principle A2.20 
therapeutic treatment C2.35  

 
therapeutic treatment C2.35 

SN A treatment intended to address a deficiency that has been identified by  
mainstream means. 

UF disorder treatment (NPT) 
RT corrective enhancement C2.20.c1 

enhancement treatment C2.25 
precautionary principle A2.20 
therapeutic model A2.30 

 
Tim Cannon B1.30.t1  

AID: 6002003 
SN Cannon is a software engineer and biohacker who co-founded Grindhouse  

Wetware in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania with Shawn Sarver. Cannon is famous for 
implanting a biometric sensor called the Circadia into his forearm. The Circadia is 
the size of a small cell phone and, when in Cannon's arm, transmitted biological 
data to his cell phone through Bluetooth technology.  

BTI biohacker B1.05 
person B1.30 

RT Grindhouse Wetware B1.25.g1 
 
tinkerer B1.05.t1 

SN A colloquial name for a DIY biohacker. A biohacking hobbyist. 
BT biohacker B1.05 
RT garage scientist B1.05.g1 

grinder B1.05.g2  
maker B1.05.m1  
tinkerer B1.05.t1  

 
tissue engineering C1.40 

SN The act of creating functional tissue from cells and/or synthetic materials.  
RT nerve integration C2.30 
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surgery C1.30 
 
transdermal anchor B3.70.t1.t1 

SN A type of implant that stays connected to its host by remaining partly under the  
skin and partly above it. This particular type of implant anchors one material to 
another. 

BT transdermal implant B3.70.t1 
RT subdermal implant B3.70.s1 

 
transdermal implant B3.70.t1 

SN A type of implant that stays connected to its host by remaining partly under the  
skin and partly above it.  

BT implant B3.70 
NT transdermal anchor B3.70.t1.t1 

transdermal mount B3.70.t1.t2 
RT subdermal implant B3.70.s1 

 
transdermal mount B3.70.t1.t2 

SN A type of implant that stays connected to its host by remaining partly under the  
skin and partly above it. This particular type of implant serves as a mount for 
another piece of material, usually external, to be attached to the implantee. 

BT transdermal implant B3.70.t1 
RT subdermal implant B3.70.s1 

 
transhuman B1.20 

SN The state in between the species human and posthuman. Biohackers consider  
themselves transhumans, as they are actively trying to transcend human  
limitations through the incorporation of machines into their biology.  

UF transition human (NPT) 
RT cyborg B1.10 

cyborgism A1.35 
futurism A1.05 
posthuman B1.15 
transhumanism A1.10 

 
transhumanism A1.10 

SN The belief or theory that the human race can evolve beyond its current physical  
and mental limitations, especially by means of science and technology. 

RT biohacker B1.05 
enhancement C2.20 
enhancement treatment C2.25 
futurism A1.05 
morphological freedom A1.15 
substrate independence A1.20 
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transition human (NPT) 
UI transhuman B1.20 

 
transparent equipment B3.95 

SN Technology that can act without first enacting will on an interface (e.g. a 
prosthesis). 

RT implant B3.70 
nonbiological substrate B2.35 
prosthesis B3.80 
semibiological substrate B2.30 

 
University of Reading B1.25.u1 

AID: 5002118 
SN The University of Reading is a public university in Reading, England. It is  

well-known for its forward-thinking fellows and professors, such as Kevin  
Warwick and Mark Gasson. It is highly regarded for the work being produced  
by its faculty and affiliates in the realms of artificial intelligence, biomedical  
engineering, and computer science. 

BTI corporate body B1.25 
RT Kevin Warwick B1.30.k1 

Mark Gasson B1.30.m1 
 
wetware B3.20 

SN Human brain cells or thought processes regarded as analogous to, or in  
contrast with, computer systems.  

RT biotechnology A3.05 
bioware B3.15 
neuro enhancement C2.20.n1 
synthetic biology A3.15 

 
wireless data communication technology B2.15 

SN Any type of technology that operates wirelessly to transmit data from one entity  
to another. 

NTP card B3.25 
chip B3.30 
emulator B3.35 
microprocessor B3.40 
reader B3.50 
tag B3.55 
writer B3.60 

NTI NFC B2.15.n1 
RFID B2.15.r1 

RT cloning C2.15 
nanotechnology A3.10 
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writer B3.60 
SN A device that can transfer data onto various technologies, such as RFID  

chips/tags or NFC chips/tags. 
BTP wireless data communication technology B2.15 
NTI NFC writer B3.60.n1 

RFID writer B3.60.r1 
RT card B3.25 

chip B3.30 
emulator B3.35 
reader B3.50 
tag B3.55 
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Classified Schedule 
 

A <Ideas>  
 

A1 <Abstract Philosophy>  
A1.05 futurism 

RT B1.05 biohacker  
RT B1.10 cyborg  
RT B1.15 posthuman  
RT B1.20 transhuman  

A1.10 transhumanism 
RT B1.05 biohacker  
RT B1.10 cyborg 
RT B1.15 posthuman 
RT B1.20 transhuman 
RT C2.20 enhancement 
RT C2.25 enhancement treatment 

A1.15 morphological freedom 
RT B4.15 healthspan  
A1.15.l1 life expansion  

RT A3.20 regenerative medicine  
RT B2.30 semibiological substrate  
RT B2.35 nonbiological substrate  
RT B3.85 prosthetic body  

A1.20 substrate independence 
A1.25 biopunk 

RT A2.05 citizen science  
RT A2.10 DIY  

A1.30 cyberpunk 
RT A2.05 citizen science  
RT A2.10 DIY  

A1.35 cyborgism  
RT B1.10 cyborg  
RT B1.15 posthuman  
RT B1.20 transhuman  

 
A2 <Applied Philosophy> 

A2.05 citizen science 
RT A1.25 biopunk  
RT A1.30 cyberpunk  
RT B1.05 biohacker  

A2.10 DIY 
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RT A1.25 biopunk  
RT A1.30 cyberpunk  
RT B1.05 biohacker  
RT C1.10.g1 garage body modification  
RT C1.25 self regulation  
A2.10.s1 scrapheap  

A2.15 open source 
RT C1.25 self regulation  

A2.20 precautionary principle 
RT C2.20.c1 corrective enhancement  
RT C2.35 therapeutic treatment  

A2.25 proactionary principle 
RT C2.20.p1 performance enhancement  
RT C2.25 enhancement treatment  

A2.30 therapeutic model 
RT C2.20.c1 corrective enhancement  
RT C2.35 therapeutic treatment  

 
A3 <Areas of Study> 

A3.05 biotechnology 
RT B3.05 biobrick  
RT B3.10 biopart  
RT B3.15 bioware  
RT B3.20 wetware  

A3.10 nanotechnology 
NTP B3.45 nanocomputer  
RT B2.15 wireless data communication technology  
A3.10.m1 molecular nanotechnology 
A3.10.n1 nanomedicine 
A3.10.n2 nanorobotics 

A3.15 synthetic biology 
RT B3.05 biobrick  
RT B3.10 biopart  
RT B3.15 bioware  
RT B3.20 wetware  
RT B2.20 synthetic organism  

A3.20 regenerative medicine 
RT A1.15.l1 life expansion  
RT B4.15 healthspan  

 
B <Entities and Objects> 
 

B1 <Agents> 
B1.05 biohacker 

RT A1.05 futurism 
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RT A1.10 transhumanism   
RT A2.05 citizen science  
RT A2.10 DIY  
RT C1.10 body modification  
RT C1.30.s1 self surgery  
RT C2.20 enhancement  
RT C2.25 enhancement treatment  
B1.05.g1 garage scientist 
B1.05.g2 grinder 
B1.05.m1 maker 
B1.05.t1 tinkerer 

B1.10 cyborg 
RT A1.05 futurism  
RT A1.10 transhumanism  
RT A1.35 cyborgism  

B1.15 posthuman 
RT A1.05 futurism  
RT A1.10 transhumanism  
RT A1.35 cyborgism  

B1.20 transhuman 
RT A1.05 futurism  
RT A1.10 transhumanism  
RT A1.35 cyborgism  

B1.25 corporate body 
B1.25.a1 Anonym Sapiens 
B1.25.c1 Cyborg Foundation 
B1.25.d1 DangerousThings.com 
B1.25.g1 Grindhouse Wetware 
B1.25.u1 University of Reading 

B1.30 person 
B1.30.a1 Amal Graafstra 
B1.30.k1 Kevin Warwick 
B1.30.l1 Lepht Anonym 
B1.30.m1 Mark Gasson 
B1.30.m2 Moon Ribas 
B1.30.n1 Neil Harbisson 
B1.30.s1 Shawn Sarver 
B1.30.t1 Tim Cannon 

 
 

B2 <Systems> 
B2.05 human computer interface 

RT C1.15 human computer interaction  
RT C1.35 technological mediation  

B2.10 brain computer interface 
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RT C1.15 human computer interaction  
RT C1.35 technological mediation  

[computational technology]  
 B2.15 wireless data communication technology  

NT B3.25 card  
NT B3.30 chip  
NT B3.40 microprocessor  
NT B3.55 tag  
NTP B3.35 emulator  
NTP B3.50 reader  
NTP B3.60 writer  
RT A3.10 nanotechnology  
RT C2.15 cloning  
B2.15.n1 NFC 

NTP B3.25.n1 NFC card 
NTP B3.30.n1 NFC chip 
NTP B3.35.n1 NFC emulator 
NTP B3.50.n1 NFC reader 
NTP B3.55.n1 NFC tag 
NTP B3.60.n1 NFC writer 

B2.15.r1  RFID 
NTP B3.25.r1 RFID card 
NTP B3.30.r1 RFID chip 
NTP B3.35.r1 RFID emulator 
NTP B3.50.r1 RFID reader 
NTP B3.55.r1 RFID tag 
NTP B3.60.r1 RFID writer 

B2.20 synthetic organism  
RT A3.15 synthetic biology  
RT B3.05 biobrick  
RT B3.10 biopart  
RT B3.15 bioware  

B2.25 connective mind 
RT A1.20 substrate independence  

B2.30 semibiological substrate 
RT A1.14.l1 life expansion  
RT B2.25 connective mind  
RT B3.95 transparent equipment  

B2.35 nonbiological substrate 
NT B3.85 prosthetic body  
RT A1.14.l1 life expansion  
RT B3.95 transparent equipment  

 
B3 <Components and Equipment> 

[biological components] 
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 B3.05 biobrick 
RT A3.05 biotechnology  
RT A3.15 synthetic biology  
RT B2.20 synthetic organism  

 B3.10 biopart  
RT A3.05 biotechnology  
RT A3.15 synthetic biology  
RT B2.20 synthetic organism  

 B3.15 bioware 
RT A3.05 biotechnology  
RT A3.15 synthetic biology  
RT B2.20 synthetic organism  

 B3.20 wetware  
RT A3.05 biotechnology  
RT A3.15 synthetic biology  
RT C2.20.n1 neuro enhancement  

[synthetic components] 
 B3.25 card  

BT B2.15 wireless data communication technology   
B3.25.n1 NFC card 

BTP B2.15.n1 NFC  
B3.25.r1 RFID card 

BTP B2.15.r1 RFID  
 B3.30 chip 

BT B2.15 wireless data communication technology  
B3.30.n1 NFC chip 

BTP B2.15.n1 NFC  
B3.30.r1 RFID chip 

BTP B2.15.r1 RFID  
 B3.35 emulator 

BTP B2.15 wireless data communication technology  
B3.35.n1 NFC emulator 

BTP B2.15.n1 NFC  
B3.35.r1 RFID emulator 

BTP B2.15.r1 RFID  
 B3.40 microprocessor  

BT B2.15 wireless data communication technology  
 B3.45 nanocomputer 

BT A3.10 Nanotechnology  
 B3.50 reader  

BTP B2.15 wireless data communication technology  
B3.50.n1 NFC reader  

BTP B2.15.n1 NFC  
B3.50.r1 RFID Reader  

BTP B2.15.r1 RFID  
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 B3.55 tag  
BTP B2.15 wireless data communication technology  
B3.55.a1 active tag 
B3.55.n1 NFC tag 

BTP B2.15.n1 NFC  
B3.55.p1 passive tag 
B3.55.r1 RFID tag  

BTP B2.15.r1 RFID  
 B3.60 writer  

BTP B2.15 wireless data communication technology  
B3.60.n1 NFC writer 

BTP B2.15.n1 NFC  
B3.60.r1 RFID writer  

BTP B2.15.r1 RFID  
[equipment and apparatuses] 
 B3.65 EMF meter 
 B3.70 implant  

RT C1.20 rejection  
RT C1.30 surgery  
B3.70.s1 subdermal implant 

B3.70.s1.b1 bone anchor 
B3.70.s1.b2 bone mount   

B3.70.t1 transdermal implant 
B3.70.t1.t1 transdermal anchor 
B3.70.t1.t2 transdermal mount  

 B3.75 magnet  
 B3.80 prosthesis 

RT C1.30 surgery  
 B3.85 prosthetic body 

BT B2.35 nonbiological substrate  
RT A1.15.l1 life expansion  

 B3.95 transparent equipment 
RT B2.30 semibiological substrate  
RT B2.35 nonbiological substrate  

 
B4 <Attributes> 

B4.05 biocompatibility  
RT C2.05 biocoating  
RT C2.10 bioproofing  

B4.10 bioneutrality  
RT C2.05 biocoating  
RT C2.10 bioproofing  

B4.15 healthspan 
RT A1.15 morphological freedom   
RT A3.20 regenerative medicine  
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C <Actions> 

C1 <Activities> 
C1.05 biosafety 

NT C2.05 biocoating 
NT C2.10 bioproofing  

C1.10 body modification  
RT B1.05 biohacker  
RT C2.20 enhancement  
C1.10.g1 garage body modification  
RT A2.10 DIY  

C1.15 human computer interaction  
RT B2.05 human computer interface  
RT B2.10 brain computer interface  

C1.20 rejection  
RT B3.70 implant 

C1.25 self regulation 
RT A2.10 DIY  
RT A2.15 open source  

C1.30 surgery 
RT B3.70 implant 
RT B3.80 prosthesis  
RT C2.20 enhancement  
RT C2.30 nerve integration  
C1.30.d1 demisurgery 
C1.30.s1 self surgery 

RT B1.05 biohacker  
C1.35 technological mediation 

RT B2.05 human computer interface  
RT B2.10 brain computer interface  

C1.40 tissue engineering  
RT C2.30 nerve integration  

 
C2 <Applications> 

C2.05 biocoating  
BT C1.05 biosafety  
RT B4.05 biocompatibility 
RT B4.10 bioneutrality   

C2.10 bioproofing 
BT C1.05 biosafety  
RT B4.05 biocompatibility 
RT B4.10 bioneutrality   

C2.15 cloning 
RT B2.15 wireless data communication technology  

C2.20 enhancement  
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RT A1.10 transhumanism  
RT B1.05 biohacker  
RT C1.10 body modification  
RT C1.30 surgery  
C2.20.c1 corrective enhancement  

RT A2.20 precautionary principle  
RT A2.30 therapeutic model  

C2.20.n1 neuro enhancement  
RT B3.20 wetware  
C2.20.n1.n1 neurohack 

C2.20.p1 performance enhancement  
RT A2.25 proactionary principle  

C2.25 enhancement treatment  
RT A1.10 transhumanism  
RT A2.25 proactionary principle 
RT B1.05 biohacker  

C2.30 nerve integration 
RT C1.30 surgery  
RT C1.40 tissue engineering  

C2.35 therapeutic treatment  
RT A2.20 precautionary principle  
RT A2.30 therapeutic model  
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Biohacking Authority List 
 

ID: 5000119 
 
Record type: Corporate body 
 
Anonym Sapiens (personal blog)  
 
Note: Anonym Sapiens is the personal blog of DIY biohacker Lepht Anonym. This website 
serves as a valuable knowledge repository of first-hand experiences with different iterations of 
common biohacking procedures, philosophical questions, and various materials biohackers can 
use to modify their bodies.  
 
Names:  

Anonym Sapiens (preferred) 
 
Roles:  

archive 
wiki  

 
Related people or corporate bodies:  

developed by . . . Lepht Anonym 
 
Hierarchical position:  

Agents 
Corporate body 

Anonym Sapiens  
 

ID: 5000306 
 
Record type: Corporate body 
 
Cyborg Foundation (American non-profit organization, New York, New York) 
 
Note: The Cyborg Foundation is a non-profit organization that aims to promote projects that 
bring together biohacking and art. It also helps people become cyborgs and defends cyborg 
rights. 
 
Names:  

Cyborg Foundation (preferred) 
The Cyborg Foundation 
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Nationalities: 
American (preferred) 
Spanish  

 
Roles:  

art space 
educational space 
research facility 
rights organization 

 
Related people or corporate bodies:  

co-founded by . . . Neil Harbisson 
co-founded by . . . Moon Ribas  

 
Hierarchical position:  

Agents 
Corporate body 

Cyborg Foundation  
 
ID: 5000420 
 
Record type: Corporate body 
 
DangerousThings.com (e-commerce website) 
 
Note: DangerousThings.com is an e-commerce site created by biohackers who wanted to 
standardize the materials involved in biohacking in order to promote safe practices. This site 
also has in-depth information regarding the differences between various wireless technology 
integrated into most biohacking implants, such as RFID (radio-frequency identity) and NFC 
(near field communication).  

 
Names:  

DangerousThings.com (preferred) 
Dangerous Things 
Dangerous Things: Custom Gadgetry for the Discerning Hacker  

 
Roles:  

e-commerce website 
wiki  

 
Related people or corporate bodies: 

founded by . . . Amal Graafstra 
 
Hierarchical position:  

Agents 
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Corporate body 
DangerousThings.com 

 

ID: 5000723 
 
Record type: Corporate body 
 
Grindhouse Wetware (American startup company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) 
 
Note: Grindhouse Wetware is a startup company founded by biohackers Shawn Sarver and Tim 
Cannon in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. They are well-known for creating a biometric implant called 
the Circadia, which Cannon implanted in himself. The startup's website also serves as an 
interactive repository of knowledge for beginner biohackers. 
 
Names:  

Grindhouse Wetware (preferred) 
 
Nationalities: 

American (preferred)  
 
Roles:  

producer of implants 
repository 

 
Related people or corporate bodies:  

co-founded by . . . Shawn Sarver 
co-founded by . . . Tim Cannon  
 

Hierarchical position:  
Agents 

Corporate body 
Grindhouse Wetware   

 

ID: 5002118 
 
Record type: Corporate body 
 
University of Reading (British university, Reading, Berkshire) 
 
Note: The University of Reading is a public university in Reading, England. It is well-known for 
its forward-thinking fellows and professors, such as Kevin Warwick and Mark Gasson. It is 
highly regarded for the work being produced by its faculty and affiliates in the realms of artificial 
intelligence, biomedical engineering, and computer science. 
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Names:  

University of Reading (preferred) 
The University of Reading  

 
Nationalities:  

British (preferred) 
 
Roles:  

academic institution 
laboratory 

 
Related people or corporate bodies:  

. . . Professor Kevin Warwick 

. . . Research Fellow Mark Gasson 
 
Hierarchical position:  

Agents 
Corporate body 

University of Reading  
 

ID: 6000107 
 
Record type: Person 
 
Amal Graafstra (biohacker, author) 
 
Note: Graafstra is a biohacker who is known for his expert knowledge of the implantation of 
RFID (radio-frequency identification) technology into human bodies and for being a "double 
RFID-implantee." As DIY biohacking began to receive more attention, Graafstra created 
DangerousThings.com in order to sell biologically-safe RFID implants to biohackers to promote 
transhumanism, cyborgism, and safety among novice self-surgeons. 
 
Names:  

Amal Graafstra (preferred) 
Graafstra, Amal 

 
Roles:  

biohacker (preferred) 
author 
body modder 
cyborg 
grinder 
public speaker 
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transhumanist  
 

Gender:  
male 

 
Related people or Corporate Bodies:  

founder of . . . DangerousThings.com  
 
Hierarchical Position:  

Agents 
Person 

Amal Graafstra 
 

ID: 6001123 
 
Record type: Person  
 
Kevin Warwick (British engineer, professor born 1954) 
 
Note: Warwick is a biomedical engineer and professor of cybernetics at the University of 
Reading, England. His areas of concentration include artificial intelligence, robotics, bioethics, 
and cyborgs. He is best known for a set of experiments called Project Cyborg, the most 
well-known of which was the implantation of an artificial neurological system into his own arm. 
The results of this experiment were that Warwick could move an artificial limb by moving his 
own arm. He is a pioneer of artificial intelligence. 
 
Names:  

Kevin Warwick (preferred) 
Warwick, Kevin  

 
Nationalities:  

British (preferred) 
 
Roles:  

biohacker (preferred) 
cyborg 
engineer  
professor 
scientist 
transhumanist 
 

Gender:  
male 
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Birth and death places:  

Born: Coventry, United Kingdom  
 
Related people or Corporate Bodies:  

professor at . . . the University of Reading  
received neural implant designed by . . . Mark Gasson 

 
Hierarchical Position:  

Agents 
Person 

Kevin Warwick 
 

ID: 6001201 
 
Record type: Person   
 
Lepht Anonym (German biohacker, born July 14) 
 
Note: Anonym is a transhumanist biohacker who is known for their daring self-surgeries. They 
rarely uses anaesthetics of any kind and operates with low-tech, everyday tools that can be 
found in a typical first-world home. Some see Lepht's surgical techniques as dangerous and 
unscientific. Lepht's detractors say that they attract negative attention to the world of DIY 
biohackers by sensationalizing a practice that many conduct safely and methodologically.   
 
Names:  

Lepht Anonym (preferred) 
Anonym, Lepht  

 
Nationalities:  

British (preferred) 
 
Roles:  

biohacker (preferred) 
body modder 
cyborg 
grinder 
transhumanist 
wetware hacker  

 
Gender:  

neutral 
 
Birth and death places:  
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Born: United Kingdom 
 
Related people or Corporate Bodies:  

developer of . . . Sapiens Anonym 
 
Hierarchical Position:  

Agents 
Person 

Lepht Anonym 
 

ID: 6001307 
 
Record type: Person 
 
Mark Gasson (British scientist)  
 
Note: Gasson is known as being the first person infected with a computer virus as well as being 
the lead researcher who created Kevin Warwick's neural arm implant. He is a Research Fellow 
at the University of Reading, England. The virus with which he was infected was transmitted to 
his body through an RFID (radio-frequency identity) implant in his hand. Gasson used this 
experience to promote the idea that viruses could spread to other technological implants, such 
as pacemakers. Some of Gasson's critics charge him with fear-mongering.   
 
Names:  

Mark Gasson (preferred) 
Gasson, Mark  
 

Nationalities: 
British (preferred) 

 
Roles:  

biohacker (preferred)  
cyborg 
researcher 
research fellow 
scientist 
transhumanist 

 
Gender:  

male 
 
Birth and death places:  

born: West Sussex, England 
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Related people or Corporate Bodies:  
research fellow at . . . the University of Reading 

built the device that was implanted in . . . Kevin Warwick 
 
Hierarchical Position:  

Agents 
Person 

Mark Gasson 
 

ID: 6001318 
 
Record type: Person 
 
Moon Ribas (Spanish cyborg, performance artist, born 1985)  
 
Note: Ribas is a cyborg who is best known for co-founding the Cyborg Foundation with Neil 
Harbisson and for implanting a seismic sensor in her elbow. Her implant allows her to feel 
earthquakes. Her sensor is connected wirelessly to seismographs, which allows her to 
experience earthquakes all over the world as they happen in real-time, regardless of her 
physical location.  
 
Names:  

Moon Ribas (preferred) 
Ribas, Moon 

 
Nationalities:  

Spanish (preferred) 
 
Roles:  

cyborg (preferred) 
artist 
biohacker 
choreographer   
dancer 
transhumanist 

 
Gender:  

female 
 
Birth and death places:  

born: Barcelona, Spain  
 
Related people or Corporate Bodies:  

co-founder of . . . Cyborg Foundation 
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with . . . Neil Harbisson 
 
Hierarchical Position:  

Agents 
Person 

Moon Ribas 
 

ID: 6001408 
 
Record type: Person 
 
Neil Harbisson (British cyborg, artist, born 1982) 
 
Note: Harbisson is officially known as the world's first cyborg. He was born severely colorblind 
and can only see in grey-scale. Because of this, he elected to have an antenna implanted into 
his skull that allows him to hear colors, including those not on the visible spectrum, such as 
ultraviolet. The antenna enables him to hear light frequencies through vibrations on his skeletal 
system. His implant is also Bluetooth-capable, which gives him the ability to receive calls and 
images from cell phones and satellites directly to his body.  
 
Names:  

Neil Harbisson (preferred) 
Harbisson, Neil  

 
Nationalities:  

British (preferred) 
Spanish 

 
Roles:  

cyborg (preferred) 
artist 
biohacker 
transhumanist 

 
Gender:  

male 
 
Birth and death places:  

born: United Kingdom 
 
Related people or Corporate Bodies:  

Co-founder of . . . Cyborg Foundation 
with . . . Moon Ribas 
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Hierarchical Position:  
Agents 

Person 
Neil Harbisson  

 

ID: 6001919 
 
Record type: Person 
 
Shawn Sarver (American biohacker) 
 
Note: Sarver is a DIY biohacker who is known for co-founding the startup company Grindhouse 
Wetware in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, with Tim Cannon.  
 
Names:  

Shawn Sarver (preferred) 
Sarver, Shawn 

 
Nationalities:  

American (preferred) 
 
Roles:  

biohacker (preferred) 
body modder 
cybernetics engineer 
cyborg 
grinder 
transhumanist 

 
Gender:  

male 
 
Birth and death places:  

Born: America  
 
Related people or Corporate Bodies:  

co-founder of . . . Grindhouse Wetware 
with . . . Tim Cannon 

 
Hierarchical Position:  

Agents 
Person 

Shawn Sarver 
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ID: 6002003 
 
Record type: Person 
 
Tim Cannon (American biohacker, software developer, born 1979) 
 
Note: Cannon is a software engineer and biohacker who co-founded Grindhouse Wetware in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania with Shawn Sarver. Cannon is famous for implanting a biometric 
sensor called the Circadia into his forearm. The Circadia is the size of a small cell phone and, 
when in Cannon's arm, transmitted biological data about his body to his cell phone through 
Bluetooth technology.  
 
Names:  

Tim Cannon (preferred)  
Cannon, Tim 

 
Nationalities:  

American (preferred) 
 
Roles:  

biohacker (preferred) 
body modder 
cybernetics engineer 
cyborg 
grinder 
software developer 
transhumanist 

 
Gender:  

male 
 
Birth and death places:  

born: Camden, Ohio 
 
Related people or Corporate Bodies: 

co-founder of . . . Grindhouse Wetware  
with . . . Shawn Sarver 

 
Hierarchical Position:  

Agents 
Person 

Tim Cannon 
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